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 MOTTO 
 

“Nobody is perfect. We all have made  a mistakes at some point in 

the past. But do not let that haunt you. And please stop being to 

hard on yourself. You probably did all you could.” 

Maudy Ayunda
1

                                                           
1“Inspiratif! 15 Nasihat Maudy Ayunda untuk Tetap Berjuang Gapai 

Mimipi”, IDN TIMES, May 14th 2020, accessed on December 7th, 2021,  

https://www.idntimes.com/life/inspiration/rana-ida-sugatri/nasihat-maudy-

ayunda-untuk-tetap-berjuang-gapai-mimpi-c1c2-1/8  

https://www.idntimes.com/life/inspiration/rana-ida-sugatri/nasihat-maudy-ayunda-untuk-tetap-berjuang-gapai-mimpi-c1c2-1/8
https://www.idntimes.com/life/inspiration/rana-ida-sugatri/nasihat-maudy-ayunda-untuk-tetap-berjuang-gapai-mimpi-c1c2-1/8
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PREFACE 

 

First of all, thanks to Allah SWT who has granted me His 

blessing and mercies to finish this research. May praise and 

salutation always be upon to our prophet Muhammad SAW who 

has guided us from the jahiliyyah era to the Islamic era.  

This research entitled “An Analysis of Students‟ English 

Speaking Anxiety during Online Learning” is submitted as on of 

compulsory fulfillments of requirements for S1- degree of English 

Education Department at Tarbiyah Faculty of State Islamic 

Institute of Kudus.  

The background of this research is the presence of the 

students‟ anxiety during online learning because of pandemic. One 

of the efforts to know the level of students‟ anxiety and factors that 

contribute during online learning. This can be done by analyzing 

processes through various subjects. Therefore, the researcher is 

interested in conducting study related to the students‟ English 

speaking anxiety during online learning, the researcher hopes this 

research would give a worthwhile contribution to analyzing 

students‟ anxiety in English teaching. 

Kudus, December 06th, 2021  

The researcher, 

 

 

 

Nurul Aslimah 

NIM.1710510071 

 

 

 


